1. Introduction and preliminaries. The purpose of this paper is to investigate existence and stability properties for a class of partial functional differential equations. As a model for this class one may take the equation wt(x, t) = wxx(x, t) + f(t, w(x, t-r)), 0 < x < it, t>0, (1.1) w(0, f) = w(ir, t) = 0, t>0, w(x,t) = v(x, i), 0<x<tt, -r<i<0, where / is a linear or nonlinear scalar-valued function, r is a positive number, and i/? is a given initial function. In our development the second derivative term in (1.1) will correspond to a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on a Banach space of functions determined by the boundary conditions in (1.1). Accordingly, our approach will rely primarily on semigroup methods and the treatment of (1.1) as an abstract ordinary functional differential equation in a Banach space.
Our first objective will be to develop an existence theory for the nonlinear nonautonomous case and this will be done in §2. In the case that / is autonomous the solutions give rise to a strongly continuous semigroup of nonlinear operators on a Banach space of initial function values. This semigroup has been extensively studied for ordinary linear functional differential equations by J.
---•-2. Existence of solutions in the nonlinear case. We prove our main existence theorem in an integrated form using a method derived from the fundamental results of I. Segal in [11] . Define u°(t) = <p(t -a) for a -r<t**ia and u°(t) = T(t -a)y(0) for a < t < b. In general, for each positive integer n, define ""(0 = V(r -a) for a -r < t < a, u"(t) = T(t -aMO) +J*a T(t -s)F(s, u^-^ds for a<t<b.
Since F is continuous there exists M suchthat II F (s, u¿)\\x <M for a<s<6.
Then for a<t<b, \\u\t) -u°(t)\\x <(ta)e"(6-a>M, and, in general, ll«"(r) -m""HO"* <MLn-le"^b-"\t -af/nl.
Thus, lim^^,», u"(t) = u(f) exists uniformly on [a -r, b] and u(t) is continuous on [a -r, b].
To establish that u(t) satisfies (2.2) use
HO -T(t -aMO) -Ça T(t -s)F(s, us)ds\\x <\\u(t)-un+l(t)\\x + ftaT(t-s)(F(s,us)-F(s,u$)ds
< (1 + L(t -fl)eu,(*-a>)M £ Lk-iek"«'-a\t -a)k/k\ k=n + l
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To establish the uniqueness assertion suppose v(t) satisfies (2.2) and let K be a constant such that llu(r) -u(t)\\x < (t -a)K. Then \\v(t) -un(t)\\x<KLne<-n + lW-aXt -a)n + 1/(n + 1)1, whereupon v(t) = lim^^^ u"(t) and the proof is complete. Define w(t) = <p(t -a) for a -r<t<a, w(t) = y(0) + /af v(s)ds for a < t<b.
We will show that w(t) = u(t), which will establish that u(t) is continuously differentiable. First, by taking the limit of the difference quotient, one obtains that for a < t < b, ±V Tit -s)F(s, ws)ds = C Tit -s)(F¿s, ws) + F2(s, ws)vs)ds
afa r(S -r^Fl(7' Wr) + F2^ WT)VT)dTdS.
Using the fact that for zED(AT), /af T(t -s)ATzds = T(t -a)z -z, (2.7) and (2.9) imply w(t) = Tit -aMO) +f[ Tit -s)Fis, ws)ds (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) +/*/! T(s -TKF¿T> *r) -F& *r)
4-iF2ir, ur) -F2iT, wr))vT)dTds.
Then (2.10), (2.4), and (2.5) yield IIwit) -uit)\\x < const f¡ IIwT -uT \\cdT, which implies -t II wt -ut \\c < const J II wT -uT \\c dr. By Gronwall's lemma w(t) = w(i). Therefore, f\ Tif -s) F (s, us)ds is of the form /q Tis)gis)ds where gis): [0,d] ->X is continuously differentiable. By Theorem 1.9, p. 486 of [8] , u(r) is a solution of (2.6) and the proof is finished.
We remark that the equation (2.2) is more general than (2.6). In fact, in the case of Proposition 2.1 w(r), r > 0, may not belong to DiAT) and may not License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use be differentiable (even if (¿>(0) GD(.4r)).
The following proposition will be of fundamental importance in §4. Tit + 6-s)Fis,usi<py))ds:yer SVTyJ is precompact in X. This fact together with (2.13) yield the precompactness of K. Thus the hypothesis of Lemma 2.6 is verified and the proof is complete.
3. The semigroup and infinitesimal generator in the autonomous case. Throughout this section we will suppose the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1 except that we require F to be autonomous, that is, F: C -► X. By virtue of Proposition 2. Proof. The strong continuity follows from the fact that solutions of (3.1) are continuous. The semigroup property follows from the fact that for t, t > 0, uim + t) = TQ + ?M0) +fQ Tit + t-s)FiusQp))ds
By the uniqueness of solutions to (3.1) this implies that ut+fQp) = ufa^y)). Lastly, (3.2) follows from Corollary 2.2.
We next investigate the infinitesimal generator of Uit), t > 0. Define Av:
C->C as follows: 
By virtue of (3.4) the limit as t-► 0 + on the left side of
exists and is 0(0) -F(<¿>). But this implies that the limit as t -► 0+ on the right side of (3.5) exists, and is AT<piO) by definition of AT. Now let <p G DÍA y). We must show that (3.6) Recall that lrl{U(f)<p(ß) -<p(ß)) -j>(ß)lx = lim (llt)iU(f)<p -<p) exists in C and = Av^. 1 ÍTit + 6)0(0) -<p(P) +f0+e Tit+ 6 -s)Fiusif))dsSj
Then (3.9) < (3.11) fío™ 0\Tis)AT<fiO) -ATfiO)\\x + lT(t + 6-s)Fiusi<p)) -Fi<p)\\x)ds and (3.10) < (3.12) jfl Ifo) -*-(0)lxds + iftß) -e~iO)\\x.
If e > 0 choose 5 sufficiently small such that if O<r<5,-r<0<O, and t + 0 > 0, then (3.11) and (3.12) < e/3, and if t + 0 < 0, then (3.7) < e/3.
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The mapping
is a strict contraction from X to X, since by (1.3)
Then (3.14) and hence (3.13) has a unique solution. But this means that iAu -XT) is onto and injective and the proof is complete. Proof. Let <p = (vly -X/)_10, £ = (.4^ -X/)-10 for ty,iiGC. Let e > 0 and let 0 G [-r, 0] have the property that 11^(0) -£(0)11* > II(¿> -tp \\c -e. Using (3.14) and (1.3) we have that
Re X -co -Z the assertion follows. We will use the fact that lim +Bx\p = \p provided that 0(0) = 0 (see [13, §2] ) and alsc that lim + 1(7-\AT)~lx -x\\x = 0 for all x G X (see [14, p. 241] ). Let 0 G C and let X be real such that 0<X< 1/(7 + co). Then
Also, 11(7-\Au)-l*Wc < Kl-XAu)-1* -0HC + II0IIC. Thus, Furthermore, there exists a unique ^0eC such that Uit)>p0 -<p0 for t>r and lim^^ Uit)<p = ipQ for all <pGC.
Proof. Since -Z > co, (3.16) holds by virtue of Corollary 3.7 (co can always be chosen larger than any given co). Then, for r > 0 Wuio)it)-uio)it)\\x But since e"(i-r) > 1 for 0 < t < r, (3.19) holds for all t > 0. In a similar manner one substitutes inequality (3.19) into (3.18) and integrates to obtain
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for t > 0. An induction argument yields (3.17). By virtue of (3.19), ¿7(0, t > r, is a commutative family of strict contractions on C and therefore has a unique common fixed point. That is, for s, r > r, Uit)<pt = <pt implies t7(s)<¿V = Uis)Uit)ipt = Uit)Uis)ipt implies vt = Uis)*pt implies <Ps = <fit. The last statement now follows from (3.17). 4 . The spectral properties of Au in the linear case. Throughout this section F will be as in §3 except that we require F to be linear with norm IFI = Z. 7(0, t>0, and AT will be as before except that we require 7(0 to be compact for each t > 0. U(t), t>0, and Av, which are now linear, will be as in §3. For each scalar X define the linear operator A(X): DiAT) -► X by ( 
4.1)
A(X)x -ATx = \x + Fiexex), x GD(AT).
We will say that X satisfies the "characteristic equation" of (3.1) provided A(X)x = 0 for some x ¥= 0. Then A(X)<¿>(0) = 0, and by hypothesis Re X < ß. Thus the spectral radius of In the case of Proposition 4.12 we will say that C = PA@ QA is decomposed by A. Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 permit us to distinguish the behavior of the solutions on the two subspaces PA and QA, since these subspaces are invariant under Av and ¿7(0-In the remaining propositions of this section we shall investigate the "dual operator" of Av relative to a certain bilinear form. In particular, we shall obtain an "alternative" theorem for the nonhomogeneous equation iAv -XI)<p = 0.
In the propositions which follow we will suppose that F has the form By Corollary 4.8 the zero solution of (5.2) is asymptotically stable iff ß < 0. In order to apply Corollary 4.8 we need to establish the fact that 7(0 is compact for t > 0. To this purpose we will use the following lemma due to A. Pazy (Theorem 3.4 of [9] ).
Lemma 5.3. Let 7(0, t > 0, be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on X with infinitesimal generator A. Suppose that Rip +ir;A) exists for p > p0, and for some p > p0 (5.5) fim lnlrlLROx + ít;A)\ = c<<*>.
ItI-*°°A lso suppose that for some X and t0 > 0, R(X;A)Tit0) is compact. Then 7(0 is compact for t > max(r0, c).
When AT is defined by (5.3), it is well known that Rip + it; At), which exists for p > 0, is compact. Therefore F( X; A T) TÍO) is compact where Re X > 0. In the next example we will show that R(X;AT)f- License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
